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 1.  TIME:  8:30   CASE#: MSC20-01551 
CASE NAME: CHRISTIAN VS YOMMALAT 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR COMPELLING APPEARANCE AT DEPO, 
SANCTIONS, FILED BY TIMOTHY YOMMALAT 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Defendant’s unopposed motion to compel third party witness Shanda Wallace to appear for her 
deposition is granted. Ms. Wallace shall comply with the deposition subpoena within three 
weeks of this hearing. Ms. Wallace is also ordered to pay sanctions in the amount of $500 to 
defense counsel no later than June 30, 2021.  
 

  

  
 2.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC16-01997 
CASE NAME: BEAL VS BEAL 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN ALTERN MTN FOR SUMM 
ADJ FILED BY DEREK BEAL, VICTORIA BEAL 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The hearing is continued to June 9, 2021 at 9:00 a.m. 

  

 3.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC17-01401 
CASE NAME: LAND HOME VS GOLD STAR FINANCI 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 2nd Amended COMPLAINT of LAND HOME 
FINANCIAL SERVICES, INC. FILED BY ERNESTO GOMEZ, GOLD STAR 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Defendants Gold Star Mortgage Financial Group, In. and Ernesto Gomez’s Demurrer to 
the Second Amended Complaint is sustained in part and overruled in part.  The demurrer is 
sustained as to the Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Causes of Action with leave to amend. The 
demurrer is overruled as to the Eighth Cause of Action. 
 
 The amended complaint shall be filed and served on or before June 23, 2021. 
 
Background 
 
 Plaintiff Land Home is engaged in the business of making, brokering, and servicing 
residential home loans.  Defendant Ernesto Gomez was first hired by Land Home in 2008.  On 
or about May 1, 2016, Land Home and Gomez entered into a Loan Originator Employment 
Agreement and a Producing Branch Manager Addendum to the Loan Originator Employment 
Agreement, collectively referred to as the “LO Agreement.”  Under the LO Agreement, Plaintiff 
employed Gomez to originate loans and manage the Land Home branches in Modesto and 
Merced.    
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 Defendant Gold Star allegedly recruited Gomez to manage its Central Valley operation in 
December 2016, while Gomez was still employed with Land Home.  Gomez accepted 
employment with Gold Star in June 2017.   Land Home discovered Gomez was actively working 
to put loans in a position to close so that once he left for Gold Star, he would immediately 
transfer the loans and close them at Gold Star, thereby misappropriating Plaintiff’s customer 
contact information and trade secrets. 
 
Demurrer 
 
 On March 2, 2021, Plaintiff filed a Second Amended Complaint adding new causes of 
action to its breach of contract and misappropriation actions.  The four new causes of action are: 
Breach of Fiduciary Duty (against Gomez), Aiding and Abetting Breach of Fiduciary Duty 
(against Gold Star), Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage (against all 
defendants), and Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing (against Gomez).  
 
 Defendants demur to each of these causes of action on the ground Plaintiff failed to 
state facts sufficient to constitute a cause of action (CCP § 430.10(e) and the pleading is 
uncertain, ambiguous or unintelligent as to these causes of action (CCP § 430.10(f)). 
 
Demurrer Standard 
 
 The limited role of a demurrer is to test the legal sufficiency of a complaint.  It raises 
issues of law, not fact, regarding the form or content of the opposing party's pleading.  
(Donabedian v. Mercury Ins. Co. (2004) 116 Cal.App.4th 968, 994.)  For purposes of a 
demurrer, all properly pleaded facts are admitted as true.  (Aubry v. Tri-City Hospital Dist. (1992) 
2 Cal.4th 962, 967.)  On demurrer, the complaint must be liberally construed with a view to 
substantial justice between the parties.  (Code of Civil Procedure § 452.)  “If the complaint 
states a cause of action under any theory, regardless of the title under which the factual basis 
for relief is stated, that aspect of the complaint is good against a demurrer.”  (Quelimane Co. v. 
Stewart Title Guaranty Co. (1998) 19 Cal.4th 26, 38.) 
   
 Fifth Cause of Action (Breach of Fiduciary Duty-- Against Gomez) 
 
 The demurrer to the Fifth Cause of Action is sustained with leave to amend.  Plaintiff 
alleges that as a producer, Gomez owed a fiduciary duty of loyalty and care to Plaintiff. Plaintiff 
placed Gomez in a position of trust and confidence, which Gomez accepted. Plaintiff alleges 
Gomez repeatedly breached the duty by knowingly acting against Plaintiff’s interests. 
 
 “‘The elements of a cause of action for breach of fiduciary duty are the existence of a 
fiduciary relationship, its breach, and damage proximately caused by that breach. [Citation.]’ 
[Citation]” (Knox v. Dean (2012) 205 Cal.App.4th 417, 432.)     
 
 Defendants demur to this cause of action on the ground Plaintiff has not alleged facts 
establishing the existence of a fiduciary relationship. Defendants argue they have located no law 
indicating that an employee loan producer owes a general fiduciary duty to its employer.  
Additionally, nothing in the agreements explicitly establish the existence of a fiduciary 
relationship between Defendant Gomez and Plaintiff.  Moreover, the “duty of loyalty” set forth in 
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the contract does not establish anything other than ordinary contractual duties an employee 
owes to his employer.  Here, while Gomez agreed to certain duties in connection with his 
employment, those duties do not rise to a kind of fiduciary relationship.   
 
 Plaintiff opposes the demurrer, arguing the breach of fiduciary claim is adequately pled.  
Plaintiff alleges Gomez was Land Home’s employee and its agent. Gomez entered into the 
contracts and undertook a duty of loyalty. As its agent, Gomez knowingly acted against Land 
Home’s interests on behalf of a party whose interests were adverse to Land Home’s.  Plaintiff 
alleges it was harmed by Gomez’s breach of the fiduciary duty of loyalty.  An agent has a 
fiduciary duty to act loyalty for the principal’s benefit in all matters connected with the agency 
relationship.  (Restatement Third of Agency, § 8.94.)  
 
  Furthermore, Gomez was provided with confidential proprietary information which Land 
Home entrusted to Gomez.  Plaintiff argues these facts alone are sufficient to support the 
existence of a fiduciary relationship. The relationship at issue in this case is that between an 
employer and an employee at the highest level, who participated in the management of the 
company as a branch manager, exercising substantial discretionary authority.   
   
 The Court does not find allegations in the SAC that establishes a fiduciary relationship. 
“There are two kinds of fiduciary duties--those imposed by law and those undertaken by 
agreement. [Citations.]  Fiduciary duties are imposed by law in certain technical, legal 
relationships such as those between partners or joint venturers, husbands and wives, guardians 
and wards, trustees and beneficiaries, principals and agents, and attorneys and clients.”  (Gab 
Bus. Servs. v. Lindsey & Newsom Claim Servs. (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 409, 416, internal 
citations omitted.)  While Plaintiff argues that Gomez was Land Home’s agent, the allegation is 
not clearly set forth in the Second Amended Complaint.  Therefore, the allegations do not 
establish a fiduciary relationship imposed by law.    
 
 As to fiduciary duties established by agreement, the SAC alleges the LO Agreement 
contained a provision, Section 1.4, entitled, “Duty of Loyalty.” It basically states that all loans 
and related information shall remain the sole and exclusive property of the Company.  The 
Agreement does not establish a fiduciary relationship. 
 
  “A fiduciary duty is undertaken by agreement when one person enters into a 
confidential relationship with another. As the court explained in Barbara A. v. John G., supra, 
145 Cal. App. 3d 369, a confidential relationship arises ‘where a confidence is reposed by one 
person in the integrity of another, and . . . the party in whom the confidence is reposed, . . . 
voluntarily accepts or assumes to accept the confidence[.]" (Gab Bus. Servs. v. Lindsey & 
Newsom Claim Servs. (2000) 83 Cal.App.4th 409, 417.)  “The essence of a fiduciary or 
confidential relationship is that the parties do not deal on equal terms, because the person in 
whom trust and confidence is reposed and who accepts that trust and confidence is in a 
superior position to exert unique influence over the dependent party.” (Barbara A. v. John G. 
(1983) 145 Cal.App.3d 369, 383.) 
 
 The court in Persson v. Smart Inventions, Inc. (2005) 125 Cal.App.4th 1141 explains: 
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 [B]ecause of ‘[t]he vagueness of the common law definition of the 
confidential relation that gives rise to a fiduciary duty, and the range of the 
relationships that can potentially be characterized as fiduciary,’ the ‘essential 
elements’ have been distilled as follows:  ‘1) The vulnerability of one party to the 
other which 2) results in the empowerment of the stronger party by the weaker 
which 3) empowerment has been  solicited or accepted by the stronger party and 
4) prevents the weaker party from effectively protecting itself.’ [Citation.]  In short, 
vulnerability ‘is the necessary predicate of a confidential relation,’ and ‘the law 
treats [it] as ‘absolutely essential’…. [Citation.]    

 
Persson v. Smart Inventions, Inc. (2005) 125 Cal.App.4th 1141, 1161 explains: 
 
             The SAC is void of allegations regarding Land Home’s “vulnerability” vis-à-vis 
Gomez.  “The vulnerability that is the necessary predicate of a confidential relation, and 
which the law treats as ‘absolutely essential’ [Citation] usually arises from advanced age, 
youth, lack of education, weakness of mind, grief, sickness, or some other incapacity.”  
(Richelle L. v. Roman Catholic Archbishop (2003) 106 Cal.App.4th 257, 273.) The 
necessary predicate of vulnerability is not alleged.   

 
  “Under prevailing judicial opinion no presumption of a confidential relationship arises 
from the bare fact that parties to a contract are employer and employee; rather, additional ties 
must be brought out in order to create the presumption of a confidential relationship between the 
two.” (Odorizzi v. Bloomfield Sch. Dist. (1966) 246 Cal.App.2d 123, 129.) “The mere fact that in 
the course of their business relationships the parties reposed trust and confidence in each other 
does not impose any corresponding fiduciary duty in the absence of an act creating or 
establishing a fiduciary relationship known to law.”  (Worldvision Enters. v. ABC (1983) 142 
Cal.App.3d 589, 595.)   “Every contract requires one party to repose an element of trust and 
confidence in the other to perform. For this reason, every contract contains an implied covenant 
of good faith and fair dealing….  ‘Being of universal prevalence, [the implied covenant] cannot 
create a fiduciary relationship; it affords basis for redress for breach of contract and that is all.’ 
[Citation.]  (Wolf v. Superior Court (2003) 107 Cal.App.4th 25, 31.) 
 
 Plaintiff argued extensively in its Opposition that Gomez breached the duty of loyalty.  “A 
duty of loyalty is inherent in the fiduciary and/or confidential relationship.” (Wolf v. Superior 
Court (2003) 107 Cal.App.4th 25, 30.)  But a duty of loyalty does not create a fiduciary or 
confidential relationship.  
 
Sixth Cause of Action (Aiding and Abetting Breach of Fiduciary Duty—Against Gold Star) 
 
 Plaintiff alleges Gold Star employed Plaintiff when it knew, or had reason to know, 
Gomez was still employed by Plaintiff.  Plaintiff alleges Gold Star provided substantial 
assistance and encouragement to Gomez in furtherance of his breach of fiduciary duty owed to 
Plaintiff. 
 
 “A defendant is liable for aiding and abetting another in the commission of an intentional 
tort, including a breach of fiduciary duty, if the defendant ‘knows the other's conduct constitutes 
a breach of duty and gives substantial assistance or encouragement to the other to so act.’ 
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[Citation.]”  (Nasrawi v. Buck Consultants LLC (2014) 231 Cal.App.4th 328, 343, internal 
quotation marks omitted.)  “The elements of a claim for aiding and abetting a breach of fiduciary 
duty are: (1) a third party's breach of fiduciary duties owed to plaintiff; (2) defendant's actual 
knowledge of that breach of fiduciary duties; (3) substantial assistance or encouragement by 
defendant to the third party's breach; and (4) defendant's conduct was a substantial factor in 
causing harm to plaintiff.  [Citation.]”  (Ibid.) 
 
  Defendants demur to the Sixth Cause of Action on the ground Plaintiff has not alleged 
facts sufficient to state a cause of action.  Plaintiff has not alleged Gold Star was aware of the 
existence of the fiduciary duty.   
 
 While the SAC does indeed allege Gold Star had actual knowledge of Gomez’s breach 
of fiduciary duties owed to Plaintiff (SAC, ¶ 88), the Court is concerned with the first element-- a 
third party's breach of fiduciary duties owed to plaintiff.  As the Court is sustaining the demurrer 
to the Fifth Cause of Action on the ground Plaintiff has not alleged the existence of fiduciary 
relationship, Plaintiff has not alleged facts to establish a breach of fiduciary duties by a third 
party owed to Plaintiff.  The demurrer is sustained with leave to amend. 
  
 
Seventh Cause of Action (Intentional Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage—All 
Defendants) 
 
 Plaintiff alleges it had prospective economic relationships with customers that had 
placed mortgages or financing through Plaintiff. Defendants knowingly and wrongfully interfered 
with those prospective economic relationships. 
 
 Defendants demur to the Seventh Cause of Action on the ground this cause of action for 
interference with prospective economic advantage is preempted by California Uniform Trade 
Secret Act (“CUTSA”), which included a specific preemption provision.  (Civil Code Section 
3426.7) Section 3426.7 “implicitly preempts alternative civil remedies based on trade secret 
misappropriation.” (K.C. Multimedia, Inc. v. Bank of America Technology & Operations, 
Inc. (2009) 171 Cal.App.4th 939, 954.)  The gravamen of Plaintiff’s wrongful conduct alleged in 
the interference claim is based on the misappropriation of trade secrets—customer lists, 
compiled prospect lists, rate sheets, and customer loans.  Secondly Defendants argue that 
Gomez was immune from liability for interference as agent for Land Home. 
 
 Plaintiff argues its claim for interference is not preempted by the CUTSA.   Plaintiff 
argues Gomez engaged in wrongful conduct that does not share a common nucleus of 
operative facts with the misappropriation claim. For instance, the complaint alleges Gomez 
destroyed Land Home’s property, sabotaged Land Home’s ability to exercise its option for the 
Merced Lease, prevented Land Home from entering into the Modesto Lease, and solicited and 
hired two Land Home employees.   
 
 The gravamen of Plaintiff’s interference claim is Gomez interfered with Plaintiff’s 
prospective economic advantage by misappropriating the Plaintiff’s confidential customer’s 
information.  The claim appears to be based on the same nucleus of facts as the 
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misappropriation claim.  As to Gomez’s immunity as agent, the SAC does not allege the 
existence of agent/principal relationship. The demurrer is sustained with leave to amend. 
 
 
Eighth Cause of Action (Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing—Against Gomez) 
 
 Plaintiff alleges Defendant Gomez did not act fairly and in good faith.  Gomez allegedly 
violated the LO Agreement by secretly taking files, loans, customer information and confidential 
proprietary information and funneled the information to Gold Star while still employed at Land 
Home. 
 
 Defendants demur on the ground Plaintiff’s claim for breach of the implied covenant of 
good faith and fair dealing mirrors the breach of contract claim.  “A ‘breach of the implied 
covenant of good faith and fair dealing involves something beyond breach of the contractual 
duty itself….'”  (Careau & Co. v. Security Pacific Business Credit, Inc. (1990) 222 Cal.App.3d 
1371, 1394.) “If the allegations do not go beyond the statement of a mere contract breach and, 
relying on the same alleged acts, simply seek the same damages or other relief already claimed 
in a companion contract cause of action, they may be disregarded as superfluous as no 
additional claim is actually stated.”  (Ibid, at p. 1395.) 
 
 The demurrer is overruled.  ‘This covenant [of good faith and fair dealing] not only 
imposes upon each contracting party the duty to refrain from doing anything which would render 
performance of the contract impossible by any act of his own, but also the duty to do everything 
that the contract presupposes that he will do to accomplish its purpose.’ [Citation]” (Pasadena 
Live v. City of Pasadena (2004) 114 Cal.App.4th 1089, 1093.) 
 
   “‘In essence, the covenant is implied as a supplement to the express contractual 
covenants, to prevent a contracting party from engaging in conduct which (while not technically 
transgressing the express covenants) frustrates the other party's rights to the benefits of the 
contract." (Racine & Laramie, Ltd. v. Department of Parks & Recreation (1992) 11 Cal.App.4th 
1026, 1031-1032.) Here, Plaintiff alleges Gomez intentionally allowed a lease to lapse, 
sabotaged Land Home’s ability from entering into a lease, and solicited Plaintiff’s employees 
and customers.  Plaintiff has alleged conduct showing Gomez did not act in good faith, beyond 
breach of terms in the contract.  The demurrer to this cause of action is therefore overruled.     
 

  

 4.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC18-02291 
CASE NAME: MORAN VS ROUND HILLS COUNTRY C 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR IN ALTERN S/ADJ OF 
INDIVIDUAL C/O/A FILED BY ROUND HILL COUNTRY CLUB, CHRISTINE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion is continued to June 9, 2021 at 9:00 a.m. 
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 5.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-00995 
CASE NAME: SINGH VS MCHUGH, ET AL. 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR JUDGMENT QUIETING TITLE FILED BY BALDEV 
SINGH 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 Continued to July 16 as a default prove-up. 

  

 6.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-01231 
CASE NAME: TINA HSIEH VS FIBERGLASS POOL 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR COMPEL DEFENDANT RESPONSES TO FORM 
INTERROGATORIES, FILED BY TINA HSIEH 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Plaintiff’s unopposed motion to compel defendant Lopez to respond to the form interrogatories 
and document demands without objection is granted. The responses and documents are due no 
later than June 30, 2021. 

  

 7.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-01561 
CASE NAME: ESMAILZADEH VS BERDICHEVSKI 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR LEAVE TO FILE FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT 
FOR DAMAGES FILED BY BRENDA ESMAILZADEH AND HAMED ESMAILZADEH 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Vacated by stipulation.  

  

 8.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-02031 
CASE NAME: HAMMOND ENTERPRISES VS. PURE P 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL FILED BY PURE 
POWER! INC.,, FRAN CYRUS, KELLY TIDWELL 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Unopposed motion by attorneys for Pure Power, Cyrus and Tidwell to be relieved as counsel. 
The court will sign the order provided. 
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 9.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-02147 
CASE NAME: MORENO VS WILLIAMS 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR LEAVE TO AMEND COMPLT TO PLEAD SPECIFIC 
FACTS SHOW FILED BY FRANSCISO MORENO 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 

Vacated by settlement.  

 

  

10.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-02281 
CASE NAME: STUMPS VS CITY OF RICHMOND, ET 
HEARING ON PETITION TO/FOR ORDER RELIEVING PLTF FR. CA GOV'T 
945.4 REQUIREMEN FILED BY ROBIN STUMPS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
           Plaintiff’s petition for relief from government claim as to East Bay Municipality District is 
denied.  
 

Plaintiff’s petition for relief from government claim as to East Bay Regional Park District 

is denied.  

Plaintiff was injured on October 4, 2018 on Fred Jackson Way 600 feet north of Market 

Street in Richmond, California. (Comp. ¶19.)  Plaintiff was walking on a sidewalk and suddenly 

and unexpectedly encountered an uncovered hole on the sidewalk. (Comp. ¶21.) On November 

6, 2019, Plaintiff sued the City of Richmond and Contra Costa County for dangerous condition of 

public property. Prior to filing suit, Plaintiff filed government claims with both City of Richmond 

and Contra Costa County. (Comp. ¶¶ 5-11.)  

On October 5, 2020, Plaintiff added defendants Pacific Gas and Electric Company, East 

Bay Municipality District and East Bay Regional Park District as does 1, 2 and 3. On February 

18, 2021, Plaintiff filed petitions for relief from Government Claim requirement for EBMUD and 

the Park District. Both petitions are opposed.  

The petitions are similar. In both petitions, Plaintiff states that she was not aware of the 

public entities’ involvement with hole until discovery responses were received. On August 20, 

2020, the City of Richmond identified EBMUD and the Park District as the entities involved. On 

September 2, 2020, Contra Costa County identified EBMUD and the Park District as the entities 

involved. The discovery responses noted that the location of the accident was at Wildcat Creek 

Trail.  

Plaintiff filed an application for leave to present a late claim with EBMUD on December 

30, 2020. Plaintiff received no response and thus, the application was deemed denied. Plaintiff 

filed an application for leave to present a late claim with the Park District on December 31, 2020. 
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The application was denied on February 8, 2021. Plaintiff filed these petitions on February 18, 

2021.  

The Park District and EBMUD both argue that the application for leave to present a late 

claim was not submitted within one year of the incident, which bars any relief here. The 

application for leave to present a late government claim must be presented to the public entity 

within “one year after the accrual of the cause of action…” (Gov. Code §911.4(b).) “ ‘[F]iling a 

late-claim application within one year after the accrual of a cause of action is a jurisdictional 

prerequisite to a claim-relief petition. [Citation.] When the underlying application to file a late 

claim is filed more than one year after the accrual of the cause of action, the court is without 

jurisdiction to grant relief under Government Code section 946.6.  [Citation.]’ [Citation.]” (J.J. v. 

County of San Diego (2014) 223 Cal.App.4th 1214, 1221.)   

Here, Plaintiff was injured on October 4, 2018. Based on the allegations in the complaint, 

Plaintiff’s claim accrued on October 4, 2018 when she was injured. She did not file her 

applications for leave to present a late government claim until December 30 and 31, 2020. 

These application were not submitted within one year after the accrual of a cause of action and 

therefore, the petitions must be denied.  

Plaintiff’s reliance on Ard v. County of Contra Costa (2001) 93 Cal.App.4th 339 is 

misplaced. In Ard, the plaintiff submitted an application to file a late claim within one year of the 

accident. (Id. at 342.) The plaintiff then filed a petition permitting a late government claim. The 

court granted the petition, but plaintiff did not add the public entity to the complaint within 30 

days, as required by Government Code section 946.6(f). The plaintiff argued that equitable 

estoppel should apply because they did not add the public entity to the complaint within 30 days 

based on discussions with the public entity’s counsel. The Appellate Court held that plaintiff’s 

action against the public entity was untimely, but the plaintiff could present equitable estoppel as 

a defense against that time limitation. (Id. at 347.) Ard is distinguishable as the timeliness issue 

here involves a different statutory deadline and Plaintiff has made not showing that equitable 

estoppel applies.  

The Park District’s request for judicial notice of the application for leave to present a late 

claim is granted. The requests for judicial notice of the complaint and amendment to the 

complaint filed in this case are denied as unnecessary. These documents are already part of the 

Court’s file.  

EBMUD’s request for judicial notice of the application for leave to present a late claim is 

granted. The request for judicial notice of the complaint filed in this case is denied as 

unnecessary. This document is already part of the Court’s file.  
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11.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC19-02281 
CASE NAME: STUMPS VS CITY OF RICHMOND, ET 
HEARING ON PETITION TO/FOR ORDER RELIEVING PLTF FR. CA GOV'T 
945.4 REQUIREMNT FILED BY ROBIN STUMPS 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
 See ruling on line 10.  

  

12.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-00697 
CASE NAME: REDDING VS. BOGUESS; NUANCE 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR COMPEL RESPONSES TO FORM 
INTERROGATORIES, FILED BY REDDING NORTH SENIOR LIVING LLC, 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The motion is continued to July 14, 2021 at 9:00 a.m. 

  

13.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-00841 
CASE NAME: STEVEN McCOWAN  VS  CREEKVIEW 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR LEAVE OF COURT TO INTERVENE FILED BY 
FEDERAL EXPRESS CORPORATION 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Unopposed motion by Federal Express to file a complaint in intervention is granted. See CCP 
387, LC 3853. The complaint shall be filed within 10 days of this hearing. 

  

14.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-01581 
CASE NAME: BRENTWOOD DECORATIVE VS KEVIN 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR ORDER & PUBLICATION OF SUMMONS FILED BY 
BRENTWOOD DECORATIVE ROCK INC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Motion for order of publication is granted. The court will sign the order provided. 
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15.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-01635 
CASE NAME: NICHOLS VS SAFEWAY, INC. 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR COMPEL DISCOVERY RESPONSES, PRODUCTION 
OF PRPTY, FILED BY SAFEWAY INC. 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Safeway’s unopposed motion to compel plaintiff Nichols to serve responses, without objections, 
to the first set of special interrogatories and the document demands is granted. Sanctions in the 
amount of $1,060 are also awarded to Safeway and against both plaintiff and her counsel. The 
responses, documents and sanctions are due no later than June 30, 2021.  
 

  

16.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSC20-01810 
CASE NAME: ALAMILLO VS ALAMILLO REBAR, IN 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR THE APPOINTMENT OF A RECEIVER FILED BY 
JANICE L. ALAMILLO 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Before the Court is a motion by Plaintiff Janice Alamillo for appointment of a receiver, or 

alternatively, a monitor, over the businesses of defendants Alamillo Rebar, Inc. ("ARI"), 

Southwest Transportation System, Inc. ("Southwest"), 325 West Channel Road, LLC  ("325 

West"), and 361 West Channel Road, LLC ("361 West") (collectively for convenience, the 

"Target Businesses"). For the reasons set forth, the motion for appointment of a receiver is 

denied, and the alternative motion for appointment of a monitor is also denied. 

Background  

On September 10, 2020, Plaintiff Janice Alamillo ("Janice") filed a complaint alleging 29 causes 

of action for conversion, fraud, breach of fiduciary duty, and other claims against Laurence 

Alamillo, her former spouse ("Larry"), the family company ARI in which Janice and Larry hold an 

approximate 53% interest together as community property, other members of the Alamillo family 

who are owners, officers and/or directors of ARI, and several other related or affiliated entities in 

which Janice has an ownership interest with Larry, including Southwest (named as 

"Southwestern Transportation System, Inc." in the Complaint), 325 West, and 361 West, in 

addition to other defendants. Janice and Larry have a pending dissolution proceeding in the 

Family Law Division of this Court, Case No. D16-05285 ("Dissolution"). Generally, Janice 

contends that defendants have conspired to deprive her of her share of the Target Businesses 

and other entities in which she has a financial interest by deflating their value and through 

mismanagement and other acts and omissions. 

Janice moves for the appointment of a receiver over the Target Businesses, or alternatively, for 

appointment of a monitor over those entities. The motion is opposed by the Target Businesses, 

Larry, other defendant members of the Alamillo family and related family members (Brett 

Alamillo, Jean Alamillo, Joe Alamillo ("Joe" for convenience), Eric Skow, Sara Alamillo Skow), 

Christopher Pereira who is the former CFO of ARI, and 10820 Hemlock Avenue, LLC 

("Hemlock") (collectively, the "ARI Defendants" for convenience).  
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The motion is also opposed by Philadelphia Indemnity Insurance Company ("Philadelphia 

Indemnity"), which was named as a defendant by Doe amendment. Philadelphia Indemnity 

contends it issued over $132 million in payment and performance bonds in connection with the 

construction projects ARI was involved in. Philadelphia Indemnity states it presently holds a 

claim of approximately $14 million for net losses on the surety bonds, an amount which may 

increase based on other projects still being completed. (Huff Decl. ISO Philadelphia Indemnity 

Opp. ¶¶ 2, 7.)  

Facts Alleged by Plaintiff in Support of Requested Relief 

Plaintiff supports her motion with her declaration and a request for judicial notice of various 

pleadings and files of this and other courts.  

A. Failure to Turn Over Plaintiff's Share of Community Assets from Business 

 

In 2019, the Court in the Dissolution ruled that Larry breached his fiduciary duties to Janice by 

failing to turn over her 50% share of proceeds from ARI's sale of materials to a third party. Larry 

was directed to pay Plaintiff approximately $172,000 representing her share, less $25,000 in 

proceeds Janice estimated she had received, plus $50,000 in legal fees. (Pl. RJN Exh. H.) 

Contrary to Plaintiff's characterization of the October 2019 Order, the Order did not address any 

duties owed to her by ARI or the other Target Businesses or find any breach of fiduciary duty by 

those entities. (Janice Decl. fn. 1.)  

B. Failure to Respond to Lawsuits 

 

In June 2020, ARI and the other Target Businesses failed to respond to a complaint by Old 

Republic for premiums due on a workers' compensation/auto insurance policy. A default 

judgment was entered for over $1.9 million which the trial court refused to vacate because it 

found the failure to timely respond was not the result of excusable neglect, among other 

reasons. (Pl. RJN Exhs. A-E.) Janice points to registers of actions in two other pending lawsuits 

against ARI in which responses to complaints have not been filed by ARI. (Pl. RJN Exhs. F, G.) 

Another default judgment was entered against ARI of which Janice states she was not informed, 

reflected in the Wendel Rosen firm retainer letter disclosing the default judgment as part of a 

conflict waiver in the retainer letter. (Janice Decl. ¶ 7 and Exh. A.) 

C. Other Alleged Mismanagement of Target Businesses  

 

Plaintiff generally asserts that the value of ARI's business has declined substantially and its 

income substantially diminished since June 2016 when she and Larry separated. She contends 

she has received inconsistent information regarding the financial condition of the business, that 

she has become aware of large distributions made to shareholders which she suggests is 

inconsistent with the status of the business winding down, that she believes that the companies 

are dissipating or misspending funds, and that she is not receiving material information 

regarding the corporate entities. (Janice Decl. ¶¶ 2.a., 12, 14, 17, 19, 22, 23, 24.) Other than the 

share of the scrap metal proceeds Larry failed to turn over to her (Pl. RJN Exh. H), Janice does 

not indicate she has not received her share of any distributions. She also has a proven remedy 
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in the Dissolution to compel Larry to turn over her share of distributions if he fails to do so. (Pl. 

RJN Exh. H.) 

Plaintiff asserts ARI took out a large loan with Bridge Bank and related mezzanine financing to 

deal with increasing steel costs because of tariffs on Chinese steel imposed by the Trump 

Administration, but that the loan proceeds were not used for the stated purpose of buying steel 

and instead paid "operating expenses." (Janice Decl. ¶ 14.) She states that in 2017, ARI made a 

loan to two shareholders (Joe and Jean Alamillo) without her knowledge or consent, that the 

loan has not been repaid, and that she has not received a distribution of her "loan cash 

distribution amount." (Janice Decl. ¶ 18.) She also alleges a new business was formed by Larry 

and other Alamillo family members in 2018 (California Rebar Fabrication, Inc.) which is engaged 

in the same or similar business as ARI, and she raises questions as to what rights or interests 

she may have in that business. (Janice Decl. ¶ 28.) 

Janice contends that she is not being timely informed of efforts to list and sell the real properties 

owned by 325 West and 361 West, and that she learned that 361 West had entered into a letter 

of intent to sell its property the week before she filed her declaration and motion. (Janice Decl. 

¶¶ 2.b., 2.b.) As to those entities, she asserts that her interest in those entities which she holds 

with Larry has "disappeared" apparently based on information in corporate or other records that 

she has not identified or provided in her declaration. (Janice Decl. ¶¶ 2.c., 2.d.) 

Plaintiff states that Southwest sold its assets in 2018 but did not file papers in Utah to withdraw 

from doing business there until January 2020. (Janice Decl. ¶ 2.b.) She contends the company 

was sold for "approximately $.05 (five cents) on the dollar," but also that she was advised of the 

proposed sale and consented to it. (Janice Decl. ¶¶ 2.b., 25.) She suggests the sale is suspect 

because though she was told the sale was urgent in March 2018, the effective date of the sale 

was April 1, 2018, and she believes that the sale may not have closed until "the summer," none 

of which appears to be unusual or nefarious. (Janice Decl. ¶¶ 25, 26.) She also raises suspicion 

regarding Southwest because she claims it was a guarantor of the obligation to Old Republic in 

2019 on which the default judgment was based. (Janice Decl. ¶ 26.) However, the Old Republic 

lawsuit indicates the claim was based on an agreement made in 2017 for workers' 

compensation, auto and other insurance for the period of February 2018 through February 

2019. (Pl. RJN Exh. B [Compl. ¶¶ 19, 20.) 

The only documentary evidence submitted in support of the motion are the documents subject 

to the Request for Judicial Notice and the Wendel Rosen retainer letter. Plaintiff's contentions 

regarding ARI's income, the different appraisals and corporate valuations, the representations 

made regarding corporate financial status, the untimely or allegedly inconsistent information on 

asset sales, the alleged large distributions to shareholders, and many other allegations made in 

Plaintiff's motion and declaration are not supported either by specifically identified documents, or 

the source records themselves. Many of Janice's references to oral statements or 

representations made to her or information which she learned from oral or other 

communications are described without dates, time frames, or other details.  
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D. Nondisclosure of Material Financial and Business Information Regarding the Target 

Companies 

 

Janice indicates that when she has requested information from the companies, they have either 

refused to provide her information, "unreasonably delayed" giving her the information, or "set up 

onerous and improper conditions." (Janice Decl. ¶ 23.) She cites no specific examples of 

requests for information she made that were denied or instances of unreasonable delay in 

providing information. She does not describe what "onerous" procedures were imposed on her 

obtaining information, why they are burdensome, and what information is subject to those 

procedures. Plaintiff's declaration does not document a single request she has made to the ARI 

Defendants for information, documents, or records, whether in writing, by email, or orally with 

specific dates and content details, directly or through the multiple attorneys representing her in 

this case and the Dissolution and the response the ARI Defendants made to the requests.  

While Janice alleges she has not received information about the businesses, other statements 

in her declaration indicate she has been provided with information about some of the 

transactions or issues affecting the business. For example, she was clearly provided with 

information on the Southwest asset sale, which she consented to. (Janice Decl. ¶¶ 25, 26.) She 

appears to have participated in a corporate meeting addressing the wind down of the companies 

and bankruptcy planning (Janice Decl. ¶ 14 ["Later, at a bankruptcy meeting with the owners . . . 

"]), and is aware of some financial information showing that ARI has had increased operating 

costs (Janice Decl. ¶ 17). In a call with the former CFO on an unspecified date, she was told of 

the large distributions taken by Larry and Joe. (Janice Decl. ¶ 14.) She knew 361 West entered 

into the letter of intent to sell its property within a week after it was entered into. (Janice Decl. ¶ 

2.d.) She has in her possession a copy of the Wendel Rosen retainer letter for its engagement 

to appeal the Old Republic default judgment. (Janice Decl. Exh. A.)  

The Oppositions 

Philadelphia Indemnity opposes the appointment of a receiver because of the potential 

disruption the appointment may cause in the handling of the bond claims and work that ARI and 

the bonding company are doing together to try to mitigate losses on the payment and 

performance bonds. (Huff Decl. ¶¶ 5, 6, 11-13, 15.) Philadelphia Indemnity indicates ARI began 

experiencing financial problems in the last quarter of 2017. (Huff Decl. ¶ 4.) The opposition 

includes a copy of the guaranty of its obligations executed by Janice and Larry along with the 

other principals of ARI, including other family members within the ARI Defendants, which 

suggests that any operating or business failures of ARI would not only adversely affect Janice 

and Larry but also those other family members by increasing their personal liability to 

Philadelphia Indemnity under their guaranties. (Huff Decl. Exh. A.)  

The ARI Defendants oppose the motion both on the grounds raised by Philadelphia Indemnity 

and on the grounds that Janice's motion fails to make the factual and evidentiary record 

necessary to appoint a receiver. The ARI Defendants filed six declarations in support of their 

opposition, disputing most of the substantive allegations made by Janice regarding the alleged 

mismanagement of the businesses and refusal to provide her with material information 

regarding the businesses. The declarations and exhibits document (a) extensive disclosure of 
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financial, banking, and other documents and information to Plaintiff regarding the businesses 

since at least February 2018, and beginning January 2019 pursuant to a negotiated disclosure 

order issued in the Dissolution, corroborated by two attorneys representing parties in the ARI 

Defendants group as well as the General Counsel and CFO of third party Pacific Steel Group 

(Ford Decl. ¶ 7and Exh. A; Joe Decl. ¶¶ 30-32, 34, 35; Kamoss Decl. ¶¶ 1-9; Perkins Decl. ¶¶ 2, 

3, 5, 6; Brothers Decl. ¶¶ 4-6, 15 and Exhs. B-F, G); (b) financial problems of ARI that arose in 

2017 and activities of ARI's management to address its financial problems since that time 

through agreements and cooperation with its major creditors (Joe Decl. ¶¶ 11-18, 21-25, 29); 

and (c) the control over accounts receivable collections by ARI's lenders under their workout 

agreements with the institutional lenders which protects the parties regarding the use of those 

funds (Joe Decl. ¶¶ 2, 18, 25, 36). The ARI Defendants describe their version of the events 

leading to ARI's financial problems which they concluded warranted winding up the company 

and number of related entities. (Joe Decl. ¶¶ 11-18, 21-25.) The financial problems of ARI 

beginning the last quarter of 2017 are also corroborated in part by Philadelphia Indemnity. (Huff 

Decl. ¶¶ 4-6, 12, 13, 15.) 

The ARI Defendants dispute that assets, including the Southwest business, were disposed of 

without receiving fair consideration. (Joe Decl. ¶¶ 19, 20.) As the ARI Defendants point out, 

diminishing the value of the businesses, and disposing of assets for less than what they are 

worth, would hurt the other owners, not just Plaintiff. (Joe Decl. ¶¶ 27, 33, 36.) (See also Huff 

Decl. 9, 12, 13, 15.) 

Joe denies Janice's allegation that her member interest in either 325 West or 361 West has 

"disappeared," by reaffirming her continuing interest as a member of both entities and her right 

to her share of any residual interest in them. (Joe Decl. ¶ 28.) He also points out that Janice has 

received financial information regarding these entities and has had direct communications with 

real estate professionals regarding the value of the real estate assets for purposes of the 

Dissolution. (Joe Decl. ¶¶ 34, 35.) 

The Declaration by Larry filed in the Dissolution proceeding addresses the entity California 

Rebar Fabrication, Inc. (Def. RJN Exh. D pp. 11-12.) In that declaration, Larry denies he has 

any ownership interest in that entity, among other things. Janice's declaration is not supported 

by any documentation or evidence demonstrating Larry has any interest in that business or the 

nature of the business it conducts. That business is not one of the Target Businesses in any 

event.  

As to the default judgment obtained by Old Republic, the ARI Defendants point out that only ARI 

is a party to the program agreement contract on which the Old Republic complaint was founded, 

and not Southwest, 325 West, and 361 West which were also named defendants. (Joe Decl. ¶ 

26; Pl. RJN Exh. B [Old Republic Compl. Exh. A].) ARI and the other defendants are appealing 

the default judgment and have engaged the Wendel Rosen firm for that purpose. (Joe Decl. ¶ 

26; Janice Decl. Exh. A.) 

The ARI Defendants' Opposition also addresses the potential deleterious impact on the 

businesses' ability to maximize repayment of creditors and recovery to the shareholders if a 

receiver is appointed. They anticipate disruption in account receivable collections and in the 
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continued effort to fulfill ARI's contracts through Pacific Steel, negotiate resolutions of the 

projects, and mitigate losses on the bonds issued by Philadelphia Indemnity. (Joe Decl. ¶¶ 24, 

25, 36.) The ARI Defendants' concerns regarding the disruptive impact of a receiver on the 

mitigation of losses is in part corroborated by Philadelphia Indemnity. (Huff Decl. ¶ 5, 12, 13, 

15.) 

The Reply 

Plaintiff submits three "reply" declarations, including a declaration by an accountant, Kaar Field, 

which for the first time presents evidence of the April 2021 financial statement and balance 

sheet of ARI and purports to describe why in the information in those documents does not 

provide Janice sufficient information about ARI's business and financial status to evaluate the 

business and what additional information she should be given to provide "texture" to analyze the 

profits and losses. (Field Decl. ¶¶ 4-13, Exh. A and B.) The Field Declaration does not identify 

specifically the documents the accountant reviewed and the time frame, other than the April 

financials. Field does not attest that Janice and/or her counsel turned over to the accountant all 

the available financial information that Janice has been provided by the ARI Defendants or that 

Janice has been given access to. Notably, Ms. Kamoss of Pacific Steel Group states that in May 

2019 Janice "asked for a series of ledger reports focused primarily on shareholder distributions, 

capital accounts, shareholder loans, and shareholder accounts receivable" and in response, 

"[a]ll such reports were provided to her." (Kamoss Decl. ¶ 4.) 

Janice does not declare either in her original declaration or reply declaration that she has only 

received the monthly income and expense statements and balance sheets for ARI like the ones 

attached to the Field Declaration. The Ford and Brothers Declarations show at least for periods 

prior to the Stipulated Disclosure Order, Janice was provided accounts receivable and accounts 

payable agings, weekly cash reports, project trackers, and inventory reports, among other 

documents. (Ford Decl. Exh. A.) The Stipulated Disclosure Order requires her to be allowed to 

participate in a weekly call with Larry and any key managers of the businesses she selects. (Pl. 

RJN Exh. C ¶ (7).) Janice does not indicate that she has followed up with Ms. Kamoss of Pacific 

Steel Group (or anyone else) requesting additional information, back up documents, ledgers, or 

other materials which her accountant indicates is necessary to more fully understand ARI's 

financials since her last contact with Mr. Kamoss on May 2, 2019. 

Janice's Reply Declaration cites a February 2020 email exchange about an apparent theft of 

inventory of ARI. (Janice Reply Decl. ¶ 5, 17, and Exh. 2.) She does not explain how or when 

she received this information, or why, if she intended to base her request for relief on this 

apparent theft she did not include this evidence in her motion. While Janice complains again 

about large transfers of funds from ARI and property purchases from the Bridge Bank banking 

statements, her statements are unsupported by any documents. (Janice Decl. ¶ 6.) She also 

complains that Philadelphia Indemnity has access to contracts and participates in weekly 

corporate meetings but she is not provided with that information.  

Raising new arguments and presenting new evidence in the Reply that should have been filed in 

support of the motion violates the law and motion rules. (CRC Rules 3.1103(c) and 3.1113(b) 

[requiring the memorandum in support to set forth the "law, evidence, and arguments relied on, 
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and a discussion of the statutes, cases, and textbooks cited in support of the position 

advanced."].) "The rule is that points raised in a reply brief for the first time will not be 

considered unless good cause is shown for failure to present them before." (Fisher v. San Pedro 

Peninsula Hospital (1989) 214 Cal.App.3d 590, 604 [new points in reply brief on appeal].) (See 

also Jay v. Mahaffey (2013) 218 Cal.App.4th 1522, 1537-1538 [in which the Court stated in the 

context of an anti-SLAPP motion, "The general rule of motion practice . . . is that new evidence 

is not permitted with reply papers."].) 

Requests for Judicial Notice 

Plaintiff requests the Court take judicial notice of (a) a register of actions, pleadings and an 

order of the Court in an action filed against the Target Businesses in the Los Angeles Superior 

Court (Pl. RJN Exhs. A-E); (b) two registers of actions in other cases pending in the Superior 

Court for Alameda County (Pl. RJN Exhs. F, G); and (c) an order of the Family Law Division of 

this Court issued in the Dissolution in October 2019 (Pl. RJN Exh. H.)  

The ARI Defendants have requested judicial notice of pleadings filed in the Dissolution. (Def. 

RJN Exhs. A-D.) The pleadings include Janice's request for an order for appointment of a 

receiver filed by Janice in October 2018 and later withdrawn (Def. RJN. Exh. A), Janice's 

request for an order for Larry to provide information regarding the businesses and their 

community assets (Def. RJN Exh. B), a stipulated order for disclosure of corporate financial and 

other material information regarding the businesses in which Janice and Larry have an interest 

entered December 28, 2018 ("Stipulated Disclosure Order") (Def. RJN Exh. C), and a 

declaration by Larry in opposition to Janice's second amended request for an order (Def. RJN 

Exh. D).  

Neither party has opposed the requests for judicial notice. The documents subject to the parties' 

requests are proper subjects of judicial notice under Evidence Code §§ 452(d) and 453, and the 

requests are granted. In taking judicial notice of these records, the Court follows the limitations 

expressed in the case law on judicial notice. (See, e.g., Fremont Indemnity Co. v. Fremont 

General Corp. (2007) 148 Cal.App.4th 97, 113-115 ["Although the existence of a document may 

be judicially noticeable, the truth of statements contained in the document and its proper 

interpretation are not subject to judicial notice if those matters are reasonably disputable. 

[Citation omitted.]"]; C.R. v. Tenant Healthcare Corp. (2009) 169 Cal.App.4th 1094, 1103–1104 

[contents of document only accepted on a request for judicial notice if there is no factual dispute, 

or there cannot be a factual dispute as to what is being judicially noticed].) 

Standards for Appointment of Receiver 

Code of Civil Procedure § 564(b) authorizes the appointment of a pre-judgment receiver in a 

number of circumstances. A pre-judgment receiver may be appointed in cases in which plaintiff 

has a joint or other ownership interest in property or a fund that is at risk of "being lost, removed, 

or materially injured" and in "all other cases where necessary to preserve the property or rights 

of any party." (Code Civ. Proc. §§ 564(b)(1) and (b)(9).)  

Appointing a receiver is considered a drastic remedy to be employed sparingly and when other 

less drastic measures are not available to protect the interests of the party seeking the receiver. 
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(Morand v. Superior Court (1974) 38 Cal.App.3d 347, 351; Alhambra Shumway Mines, Inc. v. 

Alhambra Gold Mine Corp. (1953) 116 Cal.App.2d 869, 873 [reversing order appointing 

receiver].) "California rigidly adheres to the principal that the power to appoint a receiver is a 

delicate one which is to be exercised sparingly and with caution." (Morand v. Superior Court, 

supra, 38 Cal.App.3d at 351.)  

Conclusory allegations of fraud or financial or other mismanagement of the corporation are not 

enough to justify the appointment of a receiver, particularly when there is specific, contrary 

evidence presented in opposition to the appointment. (Golden State Glass Corp. v. Superior 

Court of Los Angeles County (1939) 13 Cal.2d 384, 396 [reversing order appointing receiver 

over corporation where evidence of deadlock in management and mismanagement were 

contradicted by specific evidence of the company's business being conducted at a profit]; Mason 

v. Sun-Val Oil & Water Co. (1934) 1 Cal.2d 670, 672 [reversing order appointing receiver where 

complaint for receiver was "replete with generalities and conclusions of the pleadings, without 

any allegations of fact substantiating or purporting to substantiate the charges" and the affidavits 

added "nothing to the complaint"].)  

"[B]ecause the remedy of receivership is so drastic in character, 'Ordinarily, if there is any other 

remedy, less severe in its results, which will adequately protect the rights of the parties, a court 

should not take property out of the hands of its owners.' [Citations omitted.]" (Alhambra-

Shumway Mines, Inc. v. Alhambra Gold Mine Corp. (1953) 116 Cal.App.2d 869, 873 [quoting 

Golden State Glass Corp. v. Superior Court, supra, 13 Cal.2d at 393].) (See also Starbird v. 

Lane, supra, 203 Cal.App.2d at 261 [affirming order  sustaining demurrer to complaint without 

leave to amend which in part sought appointment of a receiver, stating the power to appoint 

receiver over an operating corporation "should not be invoked unless there is a threatened injury 

to a corporation of a serious nature. [Citations omitted.]".)  

Plaintiff Has Not Demonstrated A Receiver Is Warranted 

The two primary reasons posited by Janice for appointment of a receiver are (1) 

mismanagement of the Target Businesses; and (2) failure to disclose to her material information 

concerning the Target Businesses based on her ownership interest in the companies. Based on 

the evidence before the Court, Plaintiff has not met her burden of proof to justify appointment of 

a receiver.  

A. Nondisclosure or Inaccurate Disclosure of Business Information  

 

Janice repeatedly alleges that she has not been provided material financial information 

regarding the businesses. However, the motion papers did not reveal the existence of the 

Stipulated Disclosure Order, her access to the corporate on-line banking records, and the 

regular financial and banking documents provided to her pursuant to that Order. She has not 

presented evidence of non-compliance with the Stipulated Disclosure Order or if there was 

noncompliance, that she took any steps to enforce or modify the order in the Dissolution since it 

was entered two and a half years ago to obtain compliance with the required disclosures, or to 
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expand the scope of disclosures under the order if appropriate. She has presented no specific 

evidence of any request for financial information that she has been denied.  

The only relationship Plaintiff alleges she has with ARI and the other Target Businesses is as a 

shareholder/owner. Corporations are not operated by their shareholders. (Grosset v. Wenaas 

(2008) 42 Cal.4th 1100, 1108.) Management of a corporation is in the hands of the board of 

directors which in turn selects officers who manage and supervise the operation of the business. 

(Id.; Corp. Code § 300.) Joe has attested that he is the CEO of ARI, the former CEO of 

Southwest which is essentially out of business based on the asset sale Janice approved, and 

managing member of the two limited liability companies, 325 Wet and 361 West. (Joe Decl. ¶¶ 

1, 7.) There is no evidence Janice is an officer or has any management authority in any of these 

entities based on the corporate organizational documents, and therefore has been improperly 

excluded from a management role. She has presented no legal authority that she has any right 

to participate in the management of the Target Businesses. In the face of the Stipulated 

Disclosure Order and substantial evidence in the six opposing declarations regarding the 

corporate and financial documents she has received and continues to receive on an ongoing 

basis, and a lack of evidence that she has specifically requested ledgers or other backup 

financial records that she has not been provided, she has not shown she has been denied 

material corporate information to which she is entitled.  

B. Mismanagement of ARI and Other Target Businesses 

 

Despite the apparent availability of thousands of pages of corporate banking, accounting, and 

other financial records provided to her about the Target Businesses through their counsel and 

through Pacific Steel Group which assumed responsibility for completing a number of ARI's 

projects, Plaintiff only submitted ARI's income statement and balance sheet for April 2021 

through a reply declaration. Those statements do not support a finding of alleged financial 

mismanagement of the Target Businesses. Plaintiff has also not submitted any evidence that 

the explanations for ARI's financial problems which have caused it to move to wind up its 

business, including losses suffered on two major construction projects, increases in steel prices, 

and other competitive and financial pressures, are false or materially inaccurate. The Singer 

reply declaration that the current state of the construction industry is good (Singer Reply Decl. ¶ 

6) does not contradict the ARI Defendants' evidence that in late 2017 steel tariffs and losses on 

two major projects caused ARI's financial problems.  

The evidence submitted in opposition to the motion provides specifics and details regarding the 

overall supervision of key aspects of the businesses, collection and use of account receivable 

proceeds, and disposition of assets by third parties, including the secured lenders, Pacific Steel 

Group, and Philadelphia Indemnity. The incentives of the major creditors with millions of dollars 

at stake, the risks all the shareholders have if the businesses do not fully repay these major 

creditors, and the incentives the other shareholders have to maximize recoveries for their own 

benefit provide some assurances that assets are not being diverted or misused. Despite her 

access to years of financial records, Janice has not cited any documents showing a specific 

misuse, dissipation, or diversion of any corporate assets in support of her motion. The apparent 
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theft of approximately $432,000 in steel for a business with $150-200 million a year in revenues 

several years ago also does not warrant the drastic remedy of a receiver. 

The Old Republic default judgment may be a troubling development, but it also is not sufficient 

to warrant appointment of a receiver. The ARI Defendants have demonstrated they have acted 

promptly to try to mitigate damage from that suit by engaging counsel and appealing the 

judgment. The Court notes the basis of the claim is insurance premiums Old Republic claims 

are due, an ordinary course debt obligation for a business. The registers of actions in the other 

cases in which ARI has not filed responsive pleadings also show that though service on ARI 

was effectuated many months ago, no default has been entered against ARI in either case. (Pl. 

RJN Exhs. F, G.)   

C. Other Equitable Considerations 

 

The ARI Defendants correctly point out that this case, which has been pending for over eight 

months, is not at issue. Plaintiff recognized the need to amend her 29-cause of action complaint 

since at least December 2020. Plaintiff has named as defendants not only the Alamillo family 

members who are officers, directors, and shareholders in ARI and related entities, but also third 

party entities, including the company that purchased Southwest's assets and the company that 

issued ARI's payment and performance bonds. Her case management conference statement 

filed with the Court on January 14, 2021 confirmed she had extended response deadlines for all 

defendants, and that she intended to file an amended complaint "in the next few weeks." 

Roughly five months have elapsed without a first amended complaint being filed. The ARI 

Defendants have submitted declarations attesting that Plaintiff has served no discovery over the 

more than eight months the case has been pending.  

D. Cases Addressing Appointment of Receivers 

 

The Court has reviewed the decisions cited by the parties and finds the cases in which receivers 

have been appointed are distinguishable and that the facts, evidence and circumstances 

presented here do not warrant imposition of that drastic remedy. For example, Plaintiff cites City 

of Santa Monica v. Gonzalez (2008) 43 Cal.4th 905, in which a receiver was appointed over 

residential real property which had a history of significant health and safety violations posing 

risks to the public. (Id. at 913-914.) In People v. Stark (2005) 131 Cal.App.4th 184, the receiver 

was appointed under Penal Code § 186.11, which applies in instances in which a person is 

alleged to have committed two or more related white collar felonies involving a material element 

of fraud or embezzlement. (Id. at 189.) In Alhambra-Shumway Mines, Inc. v. Alhambra Gold 

Mine Corp., supra, 116 Cal.App.2d 869, the Court reversed an order appointing a receiver. The 

Court of Appeal concluded that the moving party did not demonstrate, by a preponderance of 

the evidence, that appointment of the receiver "was necessary to protect the property from being 

lost, removed, or materially damaged." (Id. at 874.) In Rosenthal v. Rosenthal (1966) 240 

Cal.App.2d 927, the receiver was appointed over community assets to liquidate and divide 

community assets as part of a divorce proceeding based on specific evidence of the risk of 

continued dissipation of the jointly-owned, community assets from the husband's continued 

expenditure of large sums of community funds on a speculative oil venture. (Id. at 934.)  
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E. Failure to Demonstrate Less Drastic Remedies Are Not Available 

 

Unlike the plaintiff in Rosenthal, Plaintiff is not seeking a receiver over the community assets, a 

request she previously made and did not pursue in the Dissolution, but instead over corporate 

entities in which third parties have significant (approximately 46% in ARI) or even majority 

ownership interests, in the case of 325 West, 361 West, and Southwest. (Joe Decl. ¶¶ 4-6, 9.) If 

Larry is not properly sharing or protecting her community property interests in their jointly owned 

assets, Plaintiff has a much less drastic remedy available by pursuing a receiver over their 

shared assets in the Dissolution.  

Plaintiff has also not shown there are no other less drastic means of achieving her goal of 

obtaining past and current financial and operational information regarding the Target 

Businesses or protecting her rights against infringement by the corporate officers and directors 

for any mismanagement or breach of duties in the operation of the Target Businesses. She has 

not shown that she cannot make an analysis of ARI's business and any alleged improprieties 

with professional accountants and other advisors based on the information she has received 

about the businesses or that she can obtain through the Stipulated Disclosure Order, informal 

requests for information to the ARI Defendants and Pacific Steel Group, and formal discovery in 

this and the Dissolution proceeding. Plaintiff has not demonstrated that the drastic remedy of 

appointing a receiver over the Target Defendants is necessary or appropriate under the facts 

and evidence presented.  

She also has not shown that the appointment of a receiver under the circumstances would 

advance the purposes of preserving the value of the businesses and her interest in them rather 

than causing harm to those businesses based on the disruption in management, the potential 

disruption in accounts receivable collections and relationships with third parties on whom the 

orderly wind down of the business depends, and the significant expense and additional 

administrative burdens on the businesses that would necessarily result from the appointment of 

a receiver over the Target Businesses. The Court declines to exercise its discretion to appoint a 

receiver under the circumstances.  

Alternative Request for Appointment of A Monitor 

The moving party cites no authority explicitly addressing the appointment of a monitor. One 

Court has noted that it is not a remedy that has been clearly recognized by the California state 

courts. (Estes v. Rowland (1993) 14 Cal.App.4th 508, 535, fn. 17 ["A federal court has the 

'inherent power [to appoint a monitor] for the administration of justice when deemed by it 

essential.' (Ruiz v. Estelle (5th Cir. 1982) 679 F.2d 1115, 1161, fn. 240, and cases there cited 

[internal quotation marks omitted].) Apparently, no similar right has yet been explicitly 

recognized for California courts."].)  

Even if the Court has the inherent equitable power to appoint a monitor (see generally 

Oceanside Community Assn. v. Oceanside Land Co. (1983) 147 Cal. App. 3d 166, 177), the 

Court finds granting that relief is also not warranted based on the evidence and circumstances 

presented. The evidence shows that Plaintiff is being given notice of material transactions 

involving the Target Businesses through the Stipulated Disclosure Order, and in the absence of 
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any evidence that she has requested additional information or documents and the requests 

have been refused, the Court cannot conclude the expense and additional administrative burden 

of a monitor is necessary or appropriate to make that information available to Plaintiff.  

Note on Exhibits 

The Court notes that the moving papers do not comply with CRC 3.1110(f)(3) and Local Rule 

3.42 concerning tabbing of exhibits. Counsel is directed to review these rules and comply with 

them as to any future filings. Failure to do so may result in rejection or disregard of 

nonconforming papers. 

  

17.  TIME:  9:00   CASE#: MSN21-0691 
CASE NAME: RE ETERNITY JONES-DORTON 
HEARING ON MINOR'S COMPROMISE 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
The court is prepared to approve the minor’s compromise but would prefer the settlement 
money be placed in a blocked account for the minor’s benefit at age 18. Please see disposition 
18b(2). The court will sign orders submitted in conformity with this modification. 

  

18.  TIME:  1:30   CASE#: MSC21-00297 
CASE NAME: LAYTON VS. RUICHAO 
SPECIAL SET HEARING ON: JUDICIAL SETTLEMENT CONFERENCE SET BY 
STIPULATION OF THE PARTIES 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Parties to appear via Zoom. 

 

ADD ON 

 

19.  TIME:  9:05   CASE#: MSC20-01652 
CASE NAME: CREATIVE DIGITAL VS RAYCOP NOR 
HEARING ON MOTION TO/FOR COMPEL COMPLIANCE W/BUSINESS RECORDS 
SUBPOENA, FILED BY RAYCOP NORTH AMERICA INC 
* TENTATIVE RULING: * 
 
Raycorp’s motion to compel third party Facebook to comply with the business records subpoena 
is granted. The compliance is limited to the results of the parties’ earlier meet and confer efforts. 
To avoid further disputes, Raycorp is directed to reissue the subpoena in accord with the 
parties’ prior meet and confer limitations and Facebook shall timely respond.  

 


